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About This Game

Risk your life in countless dog fights, returning home in a smoking plane full of bullet holes! Whether the next sortie puts you in
the seat of a traditional British Spitfire, or behind the throttle of a captured German prototype, the honor of the RAF must be

maintained at all costs! You must prove that the RAF is a force to be reckoned with.

Features
• 16 historically based missions
that put you in the pilot seat of

WWII Aircraft.

• 22 different plane models to fly
or destroy.

• Pilot some of Germany’s most secret
and high-tech prototypes.

• Defend Europe from the Axis forces
as they attack from land, sea and air.

• Difficulty levels and a
customizable control scheme

make this a game for all levels
of players.

• Arcade style bonus system
makes every level re-playable.
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• 3D graphics and astounding
visual effects make this virtual

battlefield almost too real!

• 8 camera modes, which allow
you to survey the entire

battlefield and see the action
from all angles.
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The British planes are nice to fly....and easy...adjusting your speed will incease you time over target, but will also increase hits. I
attempted several times to get beyond the "training" mission...to no avail. So, you have no choice but to fly the traning
mission...over....over...over...and over. The game is apparently not suppose to do this. After the training mission, you are
suppose to go on actual missions. But, the the game will not let you. SO....the game's software is CORRUPTED! I am sending a
message to Customer Service ... and ask for my money back.. absolute pure gas game here lads, well worthy a cheeky cop. all
the planes are bare easy to fly n feel the same, but for a fiver u cannae really ask for more una. also if ur a real pro you can drop
bombs on urself. a standard flight simulator\/ war game if you play war thunder it has the same basic feel, but its low end
production (to current standards) means you might want to glance over the controles. it looks like the default is a south paw
configuraton for the key board.. Flying the planes is one of the most enjoyable experiences on Steam.. the game is good for 3
levels onley like the game how to have the game go for all levels i will buy this game .
can you help me bown load all level i am on window 10 the game is good if you can down load all of the game?????. Not a bad
game but you got the feeling that something is missing.
Keyboard controls only. The campaign has 10 missions from the battle of Britain to the fall of Berlin, depending on your
performance in the main missions you will have access to bonus missions, there are 6 bonus missions. Apparenly you can't
unlock all of them in a single campaign because some of them come from the same principal mission.
Roughly 4 hours of play time.

Get it only on sale

I would choose Combat Wings: Battle of Britain before this one.. I can't believe how underrated this game is! The tutorial
mission isn't that difficult (the only problem is than they didn't mention you also need the left, right, up, down keys to maneuver
with the plane). You just need to press W + down and that's all you need to lift the plane.

W-S: Control speed
A-D: Control direction
UP-DOWN-LEFT-RIGHT: Control inclination (Left-Right inclination may turn the plane down. You can correct it by using
DOWN key).
E: Shoot bomb\/missile (Change with Q)
SPACE: Shoot bullets
CTRL+SPACE or CTRL+E : Shoot special projectiles (if available - Seen over score, at the left)
F1-7: Activate different kinds of view.
G: Pull\/hide plane wheels
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Aaand that'd be all I guess.

SPOILERS

-Really loved the bomber plane mission, I was just shooting while a pilot was driving and suddenly he was shot and I had to
drive the plane! It was a bit difficult since the plane was really slow (as it should be nonetheless).
-I suffered a lot with the mission where you steal a reaction plane from the nazis, it wasn't specially difficult but it didn't have
any checkpoint. So you could go back to the beginning of the mission quite easily. That made this mission even more difficult
than the last ones.
I remembered it now. I didn't know I had to press G to pull the wheels out. Otherwise I couldn't land and I ended up exploding.

SPOILERS END

I played this game as a child and it's been a long time since then. I hope someone else can also enjoy this game as I did.

9\/10. When I finally got past the training which was almost impossible, it wouldn't let me play any other missions anyways.
My advice would be to get this game on sale
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